Dear Friends and colleagues:
The Vienna Sustainable Europe Research Institute (SERI) welcomes you to
the May/June issue (05/00) of our monthly published SERI InfoMail.
You are receiving this InfoMail because you indicated an interest in
SERI's activities.
For unsubscribe information see the end of this InfoMail.
The SERI team wishes you a pleasant reading and we hope you’ll find some
topics of interest in our InfoMail.
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SERI-News: General news from SERI and SERI members
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
SERI’s SCIENTIFIC BOARD MEMBERS (update)
During the last weeks the following scientists have agreed to become members of
the scientific board of SERI:
Dr. David Gee
European Environmental Agency (EEA), Copenhagen
Prof. Andrej Kassenberg
Institute for Sustainable Development, Warsaw
To visit the website showing the members of the SERI scientific board please
click: www.seri.at/engscieadv.htm.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
NEW SERI WEBPAGES:
EUROPEAN POLICY and ECOLOGICAL ECONOMIC POLICY
The homepage of SERI has currently been expanded by a section covering the
institute's research activities in the field of globalisation.
At www.seri.at/europe (English) or www.seri.at/europa (German), and at
www.seri.at/ecopol (English) www.seri.at/oekwipol (German), respectively; you can
get detailed information on:
- SERI’s scientific approach to these issues
- SERI’s current and planned projects on including short descriptions
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
AND:
NEW SERI LINK PAGES

The link pages on SERI’s homepage have recently been redesigned.
At www.seri.at/dlinks (German) and www.seri.at/elinks (English) you will find lots of
interesting links in six main thematic categories:
1. INSTITUTES:
A large collection of links to scientific institutes from all continents
concerned with sustainable development and related issues
2. ORGANISATIONS:
From global institutions like the UN Council for Sustainable Development
and international NGOs to local sustainability initiatives
3. PROJECTS:
In this category you will find direct links to sustainability projects
4. PUBLICATIONS:
A list of links to recent publications
5. MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES:
References to events like meetings, work-shops and conferences in the
field of sustainable development
6. OTHERS:
E.g. links to green political parties, publishers and libraries and
university programs in sustainable development
The link collection will be periodically updated and expanded.
===============================================================

Project-Overview: News from our projects, our other work and new research fields
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Fritz Hinterberger gave a talk at the 2nd Meeting of the Steering Group for the 5th
Environmental Conference of Regional Ministers and Political Leaders in the EU in
Klagenfurt/Austria on the possibility of introducing the concept of eco-efficiency into
Regional Policy.
Contact: fritz@seri.at
Moreover, SERI is currently preparing two projects on "work and ecology" which
transfer the findings of an earlier project (see www.a-und-oe.de) to the public and
asks for application in other countries.
Contact: joachim@seri.de and Fritz@seri.at
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
For detailed information about SERI’s projects please surf to:
www.seri.at/engprojects.htm.
===============================================================

SERI members at the ESEE conference
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
SERI at ESEE 2000
The 3rd Biennial Conference of the European Society for Ecological Economics
(ESEE), taking place 3. - 6. May 2000 in Vienna was a great success.
See www.wu-wien.ac.at/esee2000 for a documentation, download of papers etc.
SERI was most probably the institution with the largest participation. 10 members
present and presenting their work in many papers and posters.
Abstracts and papers by SERI members presented at the 3rd biennial ESEE
conference in Vienna can be downloaded from: www.seri.at/engesee.htm.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
NEW Papers from that conference for download include:
Ines OMANN, Karl-Franzens Universitaet, Graz, Austria:
”How can Multi-criteria Decision Analyses contribute to environmental policy
making? A case study on macro-sustainability in Germany.”
Francois SCHNEIDER, Institut fuer Industrielle Oekologie, SERI, St. Poelten,
Austria:
”Description of carbon flows in waste management in terms of quality and type of
materials.”
David Gee, European Environment Agency, Copenhagen K, Denmark; Stephan
MOLL, Wuppertal Institute for Climate, Environment and Energy, Copenhagen K,
Denmark:
”Putting Information to Work: Towards Better Sustainability Signals.”
Joachim H. SPANGENBERG, Köln, Germany:
”The Inverted Kuznets Curve - a Methodological Artefact?”

To download abstracts and papers surf to: http://www.seri.at/engesee.htm.
===============================================================

Friends: Seri and ... (News about co-operation and partnerships)
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
SERI would still like to invite young post-doc researchers intending to apply for
Marie Curie Fellowships to work with SERI or members of the SERI network in

other parts of Europe. See www.cordis.lu/improving/src/hp_mcf.htm for more, or try
the links below for detailed information:
http://www.cordis.lu/improving/src/hp_ncp.htm
http://www.cordis.lu/improving/src/mc_tsf_pg.htm
http://improving-mcf.sti.jrc.it/project/
http://www.mariecurie.org/
http://www.cordis.lu/tmr/src/grants1.htm
===============================================================

Selected publications: Book reviews and announcements from SERI members
and related writers and publishers.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
NEW PAPER BY:
Joachim H. SPANGENBERG
“Sustainable Development – Concepts and Indicators”
Paper prepared for the Workshop in Almaty, March 2000
Abstract
Sustainability has developed into a new paradigm, although no consensus on its
definition has emerged yet. Based on the history of the concept a variety of
definitions and economic as well as physical measurements is discussed. As a
result of the analysis, a systems dynamic approach is suggested that can
accommodate a variety of the previously introduced concepts.
Based on these definitions indicators for sustainable development can be
developed, making use of the sets suggested by the UN: the ISD currently being
tested by pilot countries around the World (UN DSD 1996), the CCPP set of
indicators (UN DESA 1998) and the revised ISD set. Some quality criteria and
corresponding indicators are introduced, based on the notion of environmental
space, but as well in line with suggestions from the CCPP and the revised ISD
proposals.
To download the paper click www.seri.at/catxta.pdf or see www.seri.at/jsd.htm for
more.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
For more information about these and other publications please visit:
www.seri.at/engpublic.htm.
===============================================================

Links + Other: News about other activities, hints and advice on dates, workshops
etc..
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
DID YOU KNOW THAT
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
The domain www.seri.at is ranked #129770 out of 375722 domains in the
WebsMostLinked.com database (2000, 05-21)?
See http://www.websmostlinked.com/t.cgi?wmlm15 for current results.
TO IMPROVE OUR RECORD, PLEASE LINK www.seri.at TO YOUR WEBSITE(S).
We would also like to improve OUR site and like to ask you to send us links to your
site that might be of interest for SERI site visitors.
Our website is currently opened by ca. 20 visitors each day. From its launch last fall,
we had probably some 1000 visitors.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
THE EU OFFERS SPECIAL WEB-SUPPORT FOR:
- translation of technical terminology and abbreviations
It’s possible to translate all words and terms (relating even remotely to
the European legislation) ONLINE between all EU languages.
The translation of ground-level ozone for example is „alailmakehaen
otsoni“ in Finish and „bodennahes Ozon“ in German.
You’ll find this free service at:
http://tis.consilium.eu.int/utfwebtis/frames/introfsEN.htm.

- enquiries and investigation
To find official EU documents like guidelines, treaties, reports etc.
click: http://eur-op.eu.int/general/en/query.htm.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Conference held in the European Parliament in Brussels on April 17, 2000:
SUSTAINABILITY OF EURO-MED FREE TRADE ZONE SCRUTINIZED AT
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT - MEPs COMMIT TO MONITOR PROGRESS
Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) and of national Parliaments
committed themselves to closely monitor the social and environmental impacts of
the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership, especially the policy process of setting up the
Euro-Med Free Trade Zone (MFTZ) at a conference on the subject "Euro-Med Free

Trade Zone - Can It Be Sustainable?" held in the European Parliament in Brussels
on April, 17.
Over 180 representatives from the European Commission, the European
Parliament, national Parliaments, Permanent National Representation offices of the
EU member states, Diplomatic Missions of Southern Mediterranean countries,
NGOs, research institutes, universities and business interest groups participated in
the event, marking the first time representatives from a broad range of sectors came
together to discuss the potential environmental and related social effects of the
regional trade liberalisation programme.
The conference report will soon be made available on-line at: www.foeme.org/mftz/.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
EUROPEAN ROUNDTABLE ON CLEANER PRODUCTION
The 7th European Roundtable on Cleaner Production will take place in Lund,
Sweden, 2 - 4 May 2001:
"Sustainable Production and Consumption Systems - Co-operation for Change".
For more information please visit: http://www.lu.se/IIIEE/ercp .
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
ECO – SUMMIT 2000 IN HALIFAX/CANADA
The Summit takes place in Halifax, Canada, 18-22 June 2000 and will bring
together many of the leading experts in the field to discuss the basis for sustainable
solutions to environmental problems.
The Key Questions to be discussed at EcoSummit 2000 as well as more information
on the summit are now available for review on the EcoSummit website at:
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ecosummit.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
SOLAR ENERGY – WORLD TRADE FAIR FOR RENEWABLE ENERGIES
BERLIN: 08. – 10. JUNE 2000
The World Fair for Renewable Energies will for the third time be open to specialist
visitors and end-users from 8 to 10 June 2000 on Berlin's "Radio Tower" trade fair
site.

The full range of solar electricity production, solar heating, block heat power station
technology, bio-mass application and wind power alternatives will be on display in
four exhibition halls. There will also be informative talks, training events, workshops
and expeditions to view solar projects.

To get detailed information on this event click http://www.solarenergy-berlin.de.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
NEWS ON:
Projektbüro MR-ten, Rosbach v.d. Höhe, Germany
MRten bedeutet: Material-Reduktion Factor 10
Beratungen für Nachhaltiges Wirtschaften und Ressourcenoptimierung.
Ressourcen schonen - Wettbewerbsfähigkeit stärken.
Click www.nachhaltigkeit.de for more.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
For other interesting links click below:
www.seri.at/elinks
===============================================================

GOING ON IN VIENNA:
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
LECTURE SERIES "SUSTAINABLE EUROPE"
In co-operation with the "ökosoziales Forum Wien" (see www.oesfo.at/wien; only in
German) we are organising a series of lectures for experts in Sustainable
Development.
Recently a separate homepage for the lecture series "Sustainable Europe" has
been established. At www.oesfo.at/se (in German only) you will find detailed
information on the program, the lecturers and the locations. For a short description
of the lecture series in English, please visit www.seri.at/ese.htm.

THE FIRST LECTURE WILL FEATURE:
Wolfgang Sachs (Wuppertal Institute)
Title of his presentation: „Welche Globalisierung ist zukunftsfähig?“

Date and time: 28th June 2000 at 06:00 p.m.
Location:
Vienna, Cafe Griensteidl, Michaelerplatz 2

FURTHER LECTURES:
05th September 2000:
Mathis Wackernagel (Redefining Progress, San Francisco)
“Der ökologische Fußabdruck: Ein Quantensprung zur Nachhaltigkeit.“
29th November 2000:
Pentti Malaska (Finland Futures Research Center, Turku)
”New avenues for progress and conflicts in the information society.”

The lectures will be continued in 2001.
===============================================================
These were our messages and news for this month. Please don’t hesitate to contact
us for detailed information on our projects and for possibilities in co-operation and
partnership. It’s a challenge to start an interactive dialogue of exchanging
experiences. You are all invited to participate in this process.
===============================================================
SERI is the first "virtual" research institute with associated researchers all over
Europe. If you want to get more detailed information on the Institute and its
members please visit our website: http://www.seri.at.
The Sustainable Europe Research Institute, together with a supporting legal
association, exists since September 1999 according to Austrian Law. The
headquarters have been established in Vienna. We would like to invite you to
participate in this undertaking.
The Sustainable Europe Research Institute (SERI) is a Pan-European think tank
aiming to explore sustainable development options for European societies. SERI's
research agenda and methodology is based on previous work carried out by
Friends of the Earth and the Wuppertal Institute. The Institute aims to develop the
concept of environmental space and shows ways to substantially reduce the
resource throughput of modern industrial societies. The research carried out by
members of SERI supports the dialogue within European civil society. It specifically
aims to further develop the exchange of ideas between environmental citizens
organisations, governments, trade unions and industry.
The scientific dialogue SERI aims to engender is supported by its web page and
this newsletter, conferences, meetings as well as publications.

===============================================================
Please contribute to our FORUM: “What do we expect from a Sustainable Europe
Research Institute?” at: http://www.seri.at/forum/index.html.
===============================================================
surf to: www.seri.at
mail to: info@seri.at
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
How to find us:
For details surf to www.seri.at/engstart.htm and click “how to find us.”
===============================================================
NOTICE:
You are receiving this InfoMail because you indicated an interest in SERI's
activities.
Please tell friends and colleagues about SERI and its work. Anyone can sign up the
InfoMail for a free subscription.
If you have any suggestions to improve our InfoMail please let us know.
If you would prefer not to receive our InfoMail, please send an EMail with the
subject unsubscribe to info@seri.at.
Have a nice day – your SERI-Team.
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